termediate resonances produced in the decays of B mesons. At LHCb we have studied B ± → X(3872)K ± , where X(3872) → J/ψπ + π − , to determine the quantum numbers of the X(3872), and B ± → ppK ± to learn more about (cc) → pp transitions. We also exploit the spin of the J/ψ to perform amplitude analyses of the decays B 
Introduction
The dominant weak decay b → c results in the production of charmed states in B meson decays that can be well-explored by the LHCb experiment. The following is a summary of how exploiting charmed states in B decays at LHCb has lead to a better understanding of both. Our results use 1.0 fb −1 of data from √ s = 7 TeV pp collisions, provided by the LHC in 2011. This data was collected by the LHCb detector (described in Refs. [1, 2] ).
2 Measurement of the X(3872) quantum numbers via
The X(3872) was discovered in B + decays * by the Belle experiment in 2003 [4] , and has been confirmed by several other experiments [5, 6, 7] . X(3872) production has most recently been studied at the LHC [8, 9] , however the nature of the X(3872) remains unclear. The open explanations for this state are conventional charmonium and exotic states such as D * 0 D 0 molecules [10] , tetra-quarks [11] , or their mixtures [12] . To determine the best explanation, we need to determine the quantum numbers J (total angular momentum), P (parity), and C (charge-conjugation) of the X(3872).
The CDF experiment analyzed three-dimensional (3D) angular correlations in a sample of inclusively-reconstructed X(3872) → J/ψπ + π − , J/ψ → µ + µ − decays [13] . A χ 2 fit of J P C hypotheses to the binned 3D distribution of the J/ψ and ππ helicity angles (θ J/ψ , θ ππ ) [14, 15, 16] , and the angle between their decay planes, excluded all spin-parity assignments except for 1 ++ or 2 −+ . The Belle collaboration concluded that their data were equally well described by the 1 ++ and 2 −+ hypotheses, by studying one-dimensional distributions in three different angles [17] . The BaBar experiment used information from X(3872) → ωJ/ψ, ω → π + π − π 0 events to favor the 2 −+ hypothesis, which had a confidence level (CL) of 68%, over the 1 ++ hypothesis, but the latter was not ruled out (CL = 7%) [18] .
The angular correlations in the B + decay carry significant information about the X(3872) quantum numbers. A first analysis of the complete five-dimensional angular correlations of the
decay chain has been performed using the 2011 LHCb data sample. A fit to the data yields 313 ± 26 B ± → X(3872)K ± candidates. To discriminate between the 1 ++ and 2 −+ assignments we use the likelihood-ratio test, which in general provides the most powerful test between two hypotheses [19] . The probability distribution function (PDF) for each J P C hypothesis, J X , is defined in the 5D angular space Ω ≡ (cos θ X , cos θ ππ , ∆φ X,ππ , cos θ J/ψ , ∆φ X,J/ψ ) by the normalized product of the expected decay matrix element (M) squared and of the reconstruction efficiency ( ), 
PDF(Ω|J
θ X is the X(3872) helicity angle, and ∆φ X,ππ = φ X − φ ππ and ∆φ X,J/ψ = φ X − φ J/ψ are the angles between the X(3872) decay plane and ππ or J/ψ decay planes, respectively. We follow the approach adopted in Ref. [13] to predict the matrix elements.
We define a test
The background in the data is subtracted in the log-likelihoods using the sPlot technique [20] . Positive (negative) values of the test statistic for the data, t data , favor the 1 ++ (2 −+ ) hypothesis. The value of the test statistic observed in the data is t data = +99, favoring the 1 ++ hypothesis. The value of t data is compared with the distribution of t in the simulated experiments to determine a p-value for the 2 −+ hypothesis via the fraction of simulated experiments yielding a value of t > t data . As shown in Fig. 1 , the distribution of t is reasonably well approximated by a Gaussian function. Based on the mean and root mean square spread of the t distribution for the 2 −+ experiments, this hypothesis is rejected with a significance of 8.4σ. Integrating the 1 ++ distribution from −∞ to t data gives CL (1 ++ ) = 34%. This unambiguously establishes that J P C for the X(3872) state is 1 ++ . The B + → ppK + decay offers a clean environment to study cc states and charmoniumlike mesons that decay to pp, and to search for glueballs or exotic states. Measurements of intermediate charmonium-like states, such as the X(3872), are important to clarify their nature [3, 22] and to determine their partial width to pp, which is crucial to predict the production rate of these states in dedicated experiments [23] . BaBar and Belle have previously measured the B ± → ppK ± branching fraction, including contributions from the J/ψ and η c (1S) intermediate states [24, 25] . The LHCb data sample allows the study of substructures in the B + → ppK + decays with a sample ten times larger than those available at previous experiments.
The signal yields for the charmonium contributions, B + → (cc)K + → ppK + , are determined by fitting the pp invariant mass distribution of B + → ppK + candidates within the B + mass signal window,
2 . An unbinned extended maximum likelihood fit to the pp invariant mass distribution, shown in Fig. 2 , is performed over the mass range 2400 − 4500 MeV/c 2 . We define the ratio of branching fractions for each resonant "mode" as follows:
where "mode" corresponds to the intermediate η c (1S), ψ(2S), η c (2S), χ c0 (1P ), h c (1P ), X(3872), or X(3915) states.
Final results for all intermediate modes are given in Ref. [21] . The total branching fraction, its charmless component (M pp < 2.85GeV/c 2 ) and the branching fractions via the resonant cc states η c (1S) and ψ(2S) relative to the decay via a J/ψ intermediate state are:
R(η c (1S)) = 0.578 ± 0.035 (stat) ± 0.027 (syst), R(ψ(2S)) = 0.080 ± 0.012 (stat) ± 0.009 (syst).
The branching fractions obtained are compatible with the world average values [26] . We combine our upper limit for X(3872) with the known value for B(B + → X(3872)K + ) × B(X(3872) → J/ψπ + π − ) = (8.6 ± 0.8) × 10 −6 [26] to obtain the limit
This limit challenges some of the predictions for the molecular interpretations of the X(3872) state and is approaching the range of predictions for a conventional χ c1 (2P ) state [27, 28] . Using our result and the η c (2S) branching fraction
is obtained. + π − decay mode, a CP-odd eigenstate, was discovered by the LHCb collaboration [33] and subsequently confirmed by several experiments [34] . We use only J/ψ → µ + µ − decays, so our final state has four charged tracks giving us a high detection efficiency. LHCb has used this mode to measure the CP violating phase φ s [35] , which complements measurements in the J/ψφ final state [36, 37] . It is possible that a larger π + π − mass range could also be used for such studies. In order to fully exploit the J/ψπ + π − final state for measuring CP violation, it is important to determine its resonant and CP content. This motivated a "modified Dalitz plot" analysis of the B 0 s → J/ψπ + π − decay. Modified Dalitz plot analysis differs from a classical Dalitz plot analysis [38] because the J/ψ in our final state has spin-1 and its three decay amplitudes must be considered. We also perform modified Dalitz plot analyses of other B 0 (s) → J/ψh + h − decays (h = π or K). In these analyses, we apply a formalism similar to that used in Belle's analysis of [39] . The decay of B . We also set an upper limit of B(B 0 → J/ψφ) < 1.9 × 10 −7 at the 90% CL, an improvement of about a factor of five with respect to the previous best measurement [40] . 
